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We give a simple derivation of the catalysis of baryon decay and other flavor-changing processes
by monopoles. The role of the axial anomaly is clarified. A general current-algebraic argument
which clarifies the nature of flavor violation is also given.
I. INTRODUCTION
The recent papers by Rubakov, ' Callan, and Wilczek
have raised the exciting possibility that monopoles can ca-
talyze baryon-number violation, in particular the decay of
the proton. The proton is expected to decay typically at
strong-interaction rates. The calculations which have
been done so far have not clarified a number of questions.
Are the rates really strong-interaction rates or are there
suppression factors due to the masses of 8'bosons? To
what extent is the (V —A) nature of SU(5) grand unified
theory significant? What is the role of grand unification?
If we do find monopoles and they do catalyze proton de-
cay, does it tell us anything about the structure of grand
unified theories? Finally, one would like to have a simple
calculational technique for rates and branching ratios,
which can take into account, at least in a systematic per-
turbation theory, quark masses and fermionic modes of
nonzero angular momentum.
In this paper, we attempt a simple four-dimensional
field-theoretical reconstruction of the arguments of Ru-
bakov, Callan, and Wilczek. The basic observation is that
the extra radial angular momentum of fermions in a
monopole background helps to convert axial-type interac-
tions into vector-type interactions for zero-angular-
momentum modes. This leads to a very simple derivation
of the effective Lagrangian of Rubakov and Callan in a
way that clarifies the role of monopoles and the axial
anomaly. Mass effects and nonzero-angular-momentum
modes can be incorporated. It is argued that grand uni-
fied theories are not relevant at all, even to the extent of
the algebraic structure of fermion representations. They
are required only to have finite-energy monopole solu-
tions. We do the calculations for Abelian Dirac-type
monopoles although they can be easily repeated for ex-
tended monopoles of the 't Hooft-Polyakov type. This
also makes it evident that the scale of the monopole mass
is irrelevant to the question of proton decay. Proton de-
cay does happen at typical strong-interaction rates.
Monopoles can also catalyze violation of other global
quantum numbers; muon-electron transition is an exam-
ple.
In Sec. II we derive the effective Lagrangian of Ru-
bakov and Callan. Section III shows how this can be ap-
plied to compute expectation values in a monopole back-
ground. Breakdown of chiral symmetry is demonstrated.
Proton decay and violation of other global quantum num-
bers are discussed. We repeat some known results in this
section for the sake of a comprehensive discussion. In
Sec. IV we consider the case of several flavors and also
give an appraisal of fermion-mass terms. Section V gives
a general argument to show how violation of global quan-
tum numbers can occur. This paper is concluded with a
short discussion.
W = ——,Fp„Fq„g[y (i)—ieA)+m—]P,
Fp —BpA„—8 Ap .
The monopole field configuration is given by
(r Xz);
Ao —0, 4~ r(1 r.z)—
Or in terms of the magnetic field,
(2)
8;= 4~ r2
r is the unit vector along the radial direction, z is the unit
vector along the z axis. The Dirac quantization rule is
given in our notation by eg!4'
= /2.
We shall consider
a single monopole background (n = 1) mostly.
It is well known that the angular momentum operator
of fermions in this monopole background is given by
J =r && ++ —qr,2
where
(4)
m =p —eA = i (8—ieA), —
1
~i eijkl Yj»3 kl .4i
For a single monopole background, J=O is the lowest
mode of angular momentum. The electric- and axial-
charge densities are defined by
II. THE QUANTUM STATE OF THE MONOPOLE
We consider quantum electrodynamics with Dirac-type
monopoles. Initially, we consider only one flavor of fer-
mions. Eventually we shall need more flavors, but the
generalization is quite straightforward. The Lagrangian is
thus
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Jo(x)=eg (x +e/2)g(x —e/2),
Jo(y) =gt(x +e/2)y, f(x —e/2) .
(5)
(6)
~ 2
[Jo(X) Jo(y)]=+ B V 5(X—y) .2~2 (7)
Upon integration over x and y, we get in the presence of a
magnetic monopole
Using the standard Bjorken-Johnson-Low method, one
gets the equal-time commutation rule
WKE(A, P) = —gy. (B ie—A ie—g)P . (13)
To facilitate integration, we introduce the change of vari-
ables
y=e' ' Q, 17=Qe' ' (14)
The Lagrangian becomes
Q—y [B. ie—(A +g)+iy5Ba]Q m—ge ' Q .
[Q Q']=2 (8) (15)
This simple result shows that spectra of the electric
charge Q and axial charge Q are continuous and un-
bounded. (They are like the x and p operators in quan-
tum mechanics. ) The fact that the electric charge is not
quantized in the monopole sector is, of course, well known
after Witten's work whose formula for the charge of the
monopole embodies this fact. Physically we are interested
in monopoles of definite electric charge. Because of Eq.
(8), this implies that the axial charge cannot be diagonal-
ized. This also shows that chiral selection rules are not
meaningful for the monopole sector. Equations (7) and (8)
require a more detailed discussion since there are several
fine points involved. We shall return to them in Sec. V.
We are thus interested in defining a Q-diagonal state of
the monopole which includes fluctuations of Q . To do
this, we introduce fluctuations around the classical mono-
pole field configuration A& of Eq. (2), writing
A„=A„+g„, (9)
where
From Eq. (4) for the angular momentum we have
r.X
2q
Using this equation and the identity
ran[ra rp]=2(&~arp &I p—ra)+2 vi apr~rS
(16)
(17)
the axial-vector term i y&y5B&a in Eq. (15) can be reduced
as
where
+ Qyzy5r JQ—B&a mQe ' Q—,
q
(19)
iy&y5B&a= (yoB„a+iy rB,a) —y y5B—ar J. . (18)I I 2q ~ ~ q P P
We have a vector interaction which is of the right form to
be absorbed into the fluctuation field P. We can now
rewrite Eq. (15) as
W = —Qy. [B—ie(A +g*)]g
(10)
The corresponding electric and magnetic fields are given
by
B2$ B2$
Bt Br
or
Co =Co+ 2eq
Tg
B, ,
2eq
P'=/+a/2eq .
(20)
B;=
4m p2
Callan and Rubakov' have given arguments to justify
considering g„of this form. The following calculations
will show why these are the relevant fluctuations.
The contribution of the fermions to the functional in-
tegral can be written as
e' ' '~ = f [dgdg]exp i f [WzE(A, P)
—m PP]d x, (12)
where
[dgdf) =[dQ dQ]exp[2i Tr(y&a)], (21)
where the axial anomaly Tr(ysa) can be easily computed
as"
eTr(y5a)= — aE.Bd x .
4m.
We can now rewrite the functional integral (12) as
The identity (16) is crucial to this reduction and that in
turn depends on the extra radial angular momentum —qr.
The change of variables (14) is, however, anomalous.
The anomaly can be thought of, in the language of func-
tional integrals, as a change of fermion measure
r
T
e'~'&'=e ' ' ' f [dgdg]exp i f WxE p+ d x exp i f W'd x2eq (23)
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where
W'= —Qyzy5r JQB„a—mQe ' Q . (24)
where S,„ is the action for the monopole, i.e.,
S,„=—,' fBdx. (29)
The special role of the J=O mode for zero-mass fermions
is now clear. In this case W' vanishes and we get the
simple equation
W(P)= —— f aE.Bd x+ 8'(/+a/2eq),2~2 (25)
which can be solved exactly for W(P). Our strategy will
therefore be to treat W ' as a perturbation and expand Eq.
(23) in powers of W '. The lowest-order result is Eq. (25),
which we write for small a as
Combining Eqs. (27) and (28) we get an effective action
for P:
S(P)= f «'(&P)'— e P+e8, dr dt,Clg4m. (32m )'i
(30)
where we have rescaled p as p~plv 2m and also included
the
8 f e„„pFq„F~pd x
35&=— f E.B(5$)d x
f Clg(5$)dr dt (26)
term with the correct normalization.
The equation of motion for P is
2
Dr Clg) — /CIA=0,4 (31)
using Eq. (11). Integrating we get
2
W(P) = — f /CIA dr dt + W(P =0)2m' (27)
for a single-monopole-background field (i.e., n = 1 or
q =- —, ).
A few remarks are in order at this point. First we note
that 8'(/=0) is the fermion functional integral in a pure
monopole background with no fluctuations. It can thus
be computed with the well-known partial-wave analyses in
a monopole background. ' Now a minor question about
why we did not use the finite-difference equation (25):
That equation is strictly valid only for infinitesimal a.
Since E; depends on P (or a), the anomaly term should
strictly be interpreted as
2 f da E(a).Bd x .2m
With this interpretation, Eq. (25) will give the same result,
viz , Eq. (2. 7). This integration procedure is the same as
finding an effective Lagrangian for the anomaly in the
manner of %'ess and Zumino. "
In Eq. (27), there is a possible "constant" of integration
of the form co f Clgdr dt where co is a constant. This is
of the form 8 f Fz F~tte„,~g x, which we shall add to
the action to take account of 8 vacuums. Thus, we do not
write it in Eq. (27), absorbing it into the definition of 8.
The action for the gauge field gives
S(A)= f 2n.r (CIP) drdt+S, „, (28)
which can be solved by
2
P=f —h, Hf =0, Clh — h =0.4 r (32)
The electric charge of the system is given by
g E dS 4n(r CI@)v 2n.
4n(r Clh)
&2~
e h(m)
v'2m.
e P( oo ) (33)
v'2m
where we used Eq. (32) and assumed f ( oo ) =0. The boun-
dary value of P is thus the electric charge (up to propor-
tionality factors). To construct Q-diagonal states, we
should therefore do a second quantization of the field
theory (30) and construct P-diagonal states fixing the
boundary value P(r = oo ) to be numerically equal to
m.V'2m. /e times the charge we would like to have on the
monopole Q5, whic. h will be associated with the conju-
gate momentum to P, will not be diagonal on these states.
It is now clear that fluctuations of the type (10) are the
relevant ones producing P-diagonal (and Q-diagonal)
states for the monopole.
Going back to Eq. (30) we note that the 8-dependent
term can be absorbed by a linear shift of P:
r (UP)—
1/2 2
e P(C7$)+e8 8«2
4m (32m )'
2
4m
t9 m
e 2
1/2 '
0
CI
e 2
1/2
The boundary value of P can thus be identified as(8/e)v'n. /2. Use of this in Eq. (33) yields the Witten for-
mula for the charge of a monopole in a 8-vacuum state,
viz. , Q =e8/2m (Ref. 6). If we have zero-mass fermions,
I
the 0 term can be "rotated" away, i.e., we can choose
P( oo ) =8/2e =0. This is the idea of "disappearing"
dyons. " When all fermions are massive, there is no free-
dom of global axial transformations and the dyons persist.
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The limit m ~0 is expected to be discontinuous. '
III. THE FUNCTIONAL INTEGRAL
FOR THE MONOPOLE
The monopole state can be labeled by
,P(x),P( oo ) ), i.e., by the classical field configurationA, the configuration of the field P, and in particular its
boundary value P(oo), which measures the charge of the
system. At t = —m, we have the monopole state
~
A, P( oo ) ). There are no static solutions to the field
equation (31) except P=P(oo )= constant everywhere so
that we do not have to worry about internal states for the
monopole associated with static modes of P. At t =+ oo
we have the same field configuration. The interpolating
field configurations appearing in the functional integral
are all functions P(r, t) which respect the boundary condi-
tion
P(r, t)
~
„„=P(m) .
Since the physical dyons are obtained by a simple shift of
P, we shall consider neutral monopoles hereafter, setting
f( oo ) =0 (corresponding to 8=0).
The time-ordered expectation value of an operator S in
the monopole background is given by
(mon
~
T9'
~
mon) =—f [dg][dQdQ]9 exp i $(P)—f d x[Qy (8 ieA—)Q+W']1Z (34)
Qy, y "JQa,d
where S(P) is given by Eq. (30). Notice that the fermion
kinetic energy term has a pure monopole background in
accordance with the remarks following Eq. (27). 1/Z
represents division by the same integral with %=1. We
have not written the monopole action ——,' f B d x,
which is independent of P and cancels between numerator
and denominator. W' can be written (with the rescaling
P—+P/&2m) as
1/2
2W '=ie
I
we can use Eq. (34) to compute Green's functions and ex-
pectation values. One can set up a Hamiltonian formula-
tion for P using Ostrogradski's method for higher-
derivative Lagrangians and check that Eq. (34) is indeed
true.
If mass terms are neglected, the action is quadratic in P
and so the P integration can be done. This involves only
the computation of the propagator for P. It is easier to go
to Euclidean space at this stage so that the Feynman
prescription is automatically taken care of. The
Euclidean-space version of Eq. (34) is given by
1/2
~
2
—mQ exp ie — yqP Q .
77
(35) (mon [ 8 [ mon) =—f [dg][dQ dQ t]Se1Z
(36)
Since the Lagrangian of Eq. (30) is not quadratic in the
time derivatives, it may not be immediately obvious that
I
where
$(QQQ )t= f drdt r ( P) +
1/2
2Qty„y5r JQB„Q+mQ exp e
1/2
y54 Q.+ f dx Qy(B ieA )Q —ie—
and =Bg +Op
We shall shortly be looking at proton decay and chiral
symmetry breaking which requires several flavors. The
effective (Euclidean) action for P for 2N flavors is (for
zero mass, J=O modes)
G (x,x') =F(x,x') M(x,x'), —
where
CIF(x,x') = 5(r —r')5(t t'), —2
S,tt= r (Clg) + PUP dr dt .z 2 e (2N)4~ (37) (39)P
I:j+ H (x,x') = — 5(r r')5(t —t') . —e2 2~'2~ r e2
The fluctuation field P gives the electrostatic potential
Bp/dr in the Dirac equation. In order to avoid too singu-
lar a behavior at the origin, we shall impose the boundary
condition BP!Br=0at r=O. This implies that we should
take BG!dr=0 at r=O The solutions .to Eq. (39), with
this boundary condition, are'
2
(r )+ CI G(rt, r't')=5(r r')5(t t')— —
2%.2
(38)
with {P(x)P(y) ) = ——,G (x,y). Equation (38) has the
"solution"
Vfe shall first concentrate on the case of two flavors, a
proton-positron system. In this case X= 1, and the propa-
gator for the P field satisfies the equation
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(r r—')'+(t —t')'
2e R 6 (rt, rt) = ln
21T 2r
R , I g[d(~)+1]—g(1)I+
+ ln (r +r')'+ (t —t')'R 6(rt, r't')= ln as ft t'—f ~m .
2~ ft —t' f
R
(41)
(r r')'—+(t —t')'H(x, x') = — 2 Qd(„) 1+e 2rr
(40)
+, I Q[d (~)+ I ]—1t(1)I +
for small (r r') + (t —t')—
where d (a.) =(a.+ 4 )'/ ——,' a.=e /2m. . R is an infrared
cutoff. Q~(z) is the modified Legendre function of order
Pl.
We shall need the small- and large-distance behavior of
6 (x,x'). We have
(r r') +—(t —t')
2e 4r
One of the characteristics of this solution is that
BG/Bt&0 at r=0. This is evident from Eq. (41) for large
f
t t' —
f
. The asymptotic behavior ln
f
t —t'
f
is crucial to
getting chiral symmetry breaking and proton decay. The
importance of having BP/Bt&0 at r=O will be evident
from another point of view in Sec. V.
With this formalism, we can now investigate the ques-
tion of chiral symmetry breaking and proton decay. The
operator
Q Q etc&2/nt)
has the Euclidean version
Qt y~ Q ev'2/ny—2
and
H(x,x')~0 as
f
t t'
f
~ ao —.
while fg@L, goes over to
Q t y5 e&2/m(I)
1+
Qe
g is the digamma function. This gives, for 6 (x,x'), We thus have
' 1/2
&PeA(x)7i'x4e(x')&= exp e — [4(x') —0(x)] Q Q(x)() ()(x'))2 y &
—Ps t- 1+'Vs
2 2
e e e 1 —Xs, 1+rsG(x', x') — 6(x,x)+ G(x,y) Tr S(x,x') S(x',x), (42)
21T 2' iT 2 2
y (8 ieA. )—S(x,y) = —5(x —y) .
For a monopole background one has the result '
(43)
70Vr 8 VOXr
iyoy;(p —eA);Q —=— (rQ)+ (& &+1)Q,
r Br r
1 =r&((p —eA), y, =y r,
and
(X.l +1)'=J' .
(44)
In a mode decomposition of Q(x), if we neglect J&0
modes, the Lagrangian is, using the above two equations,
where S(x,y) is the fermion propagator in the pure mono-
pole background:
t
fermion (with the half-line restriction on r). In the spirit
of treating the J&0 modes as a perturbation, we can satu-
rate the propagator by the J=O mode (Q =X/r) to obtain
the lowest-order result
1 —ys, 1+Is
2 ' 2
S(x,x') S(x',x)
1 1 1 1 (47)
32m r r' (r r') +(t t—')—
Notice that Eq. (47) is simply the canonical scaling result
since X has dimension —,. There is subtlety in handling
the one-dimensional fermion because the Harniltonian fol-
lowing from Eq. (46) is not self-adjoint. 9' ' This does
not affect Eq. (47). Using this result and Eq. (41) for
6(rt, r't') we get
1 g 8X yp —y — Xr~ Bx4 ' ~r
S= f Wd'x (46)
&41.&(xÃRPI. «') &
1 1 1 (t —t)
128m r r' (r r') +(t —t')—
where Q =X/r, yo —yo, and y& —y r. The J=O mode in a
monopole background behaves as a free two-dimensional
Xexp( [f[d (~)+ 1]—1t (1)I )
for large (t t'), and— (48)
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Polyakov type. The remnant of this structure is that the
number of flavors coupling to the monopole is always
even. Thus, to go beyond the proton-positron system let
us consider the addition of muons and r leptons (say).
Treating the masses as a perturbation, we can write
~PI. R(x) ) J ~PLY(x)[PI.PR(3 )m +m IT'LPR(3 )
+'''1)d3' (52)
C
Sv 2&r'
C
SV 2&r'
where C=exp( —,' [f[d(a.)+I]—P(1)J). Notice that the
two powers of
~
t t'—
~
from the P propagator are quite
crucial in obtaining a nonzero result. For large
Euclidean-time separation we expect the expectation value
to obey cluster decomposition, giving While we cannot calculate the matrix elements
(pip/(x)pip/(y)), etc., exactly since pie/ and pip/ are
at different points, the arguments given so far show that
they are nonzero. We can still have direct proton-positron
transitions. One can also have p~e+y, p~e+m, etc. ,
whose rates will depend on the probability of bremsstrah-
lung of photons and pions.
The addition of more flavors also brings in several
flavor-changing matrix elements giving processes like
p~e, p —+p, ~—+p, etc. The corresponding rates will de-
pend on mass factors through Eq. (52). The question is
how many such mass factors should we have
To analyze this question, we should estimate the effect
of mass terms. There are two aspects to the introduction
of mass terms. The first concerns the Inodification of the
equations of motion for- P. The contribution of the mass
term to the effective Lagrangian can be estimated as
' 1/2
m cos e — P (Trgg)2
(y, y. ( ))= ' 8 2m2r. (49)
5 is an arbitrary phase.
The result is that chiral symmetry is spontaneously bro-
ken in the presence of monopoles. The Goldstone-type
mode associated with this is the fluctuation field P. Fur-
ther, the fields gl and g~ can be of any flavor. Thus, we
can have matrix elements of the form (e~e~ ), (pi.p~ ),
and (Pl ez ), and their conjugates for the proton-positron
system. The proton can decay into a positron.
IV. SEVERAL FLAVQRS AND MASS EFFECTS
1/2
2 cos e
— P (TrXX ), (53)m 2
r 7T
using Eq. (46). We have the trace of the (1 + 1)-
dimensional free fermion field which is a logarithmically
divergent quantity. However, X satisfies a free-field equa-
tion only for pointlike monopole field configurations. The
logarithmic divergence ceases to be valid once we are in-
side the core of the monopole. It is therefore natural to
introduce a cutoff M„which is characteristic of the size
of the monopole. The mass term thus gives a term
1/2
X 2
cos e
m 7T
as
~
t —t'
~
~ oo, implying by cluster decomposition
(&(x))=,„ (51)
(again a pure scaling behavior).
Let us now return to proton decay. The matrix element
(pie+)
implies the process p~e+. (Since we have a
monopole background, the momentum need not be con-
served and we can have this process. ' ) Qne can think of
this process as the scattering of the incoming proton off
the condensate (pl ez ) surrounding the monopole. Since
the matrix element does not depend on any coupling con-
stant, the decay rate will be completely determined by the
energy of the proton.
Addition of more flavors like the muon, charm, and
strange quarks will change this result, since only matrix
elements with several fermion fields are nonzero. Proton
decay would seem to be eliminated because of the need to
have heavier than proton fermion in the final state. How-
ever, the introduction of fermion masses and threshold ef-
fects also gives us matrix elements with less numbers of
fermion fields. Although we are doing the calculation for
Dirac monopoles, we think of them as the low-energy
description of extended monopoles of the 't Hooft-
m ln
r 2
to the effective Lagrangian for P. The equation of motion
for P becomes
2
o(r P) — UP4~
1/21/2 M
sin e
m
2 2e =0 . (54)
The ln
~
t r'~ behavior will —certainly be preserved for
r ( 1/m; in fact, one can extend the long-range correlation
effect even beyond r —1/m, since the effect of the mass
term in Eq. (54) drops off as 1/r
Mass terms affect the condensates again through fer-
mion propagators. In computing QL, fz(x)gzgl (x'), we
have
Let us now consider 2N flavors. The propagator is as
given in Eq. (41) with a multiplicative factor of 1/N If.
we now repeat the computation of the previous section we
would get zero since powers of
~
r t'
~
in t—he numerator
and denominator of Eq. (48) do not match. In fact, it is
easy to see that only operators with 2X fermion fields of
maximal chiral charge have nonzero expectation values,
i.e., operators with XQL's and Np~'s or their conjugates.
The specific flavors of the $1 's and Pz's do not matter.
For an operator 9 of this type,
e
—N 1nr/R e
—N lnr'/R 2%1n
~
t —t'
~
/R
ZlVr 2 v r i2% ( )2lv
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1+y5 1 —y5Tr S(x,x') S(x',x)2 ' 2
V. VIOLATION OF GLOBAL QUANTUM NUMBERS:
A GENERAL ARGUMENT
We now give a simple argument to see why monopoles
lead to violation of global quantum numbers. ' This can
be illustrated by the proton-positron system. The electric
and axial-vector currents are defined by
Jg =ie(py&p+ey&e),
J& i (py&y—5p +eye) 5e) .
The baryonic current is defined to be
Jp =Epy+
(55)
(56)
Analogous to the derivation of the anomalous commuta-
tion rule (7), one can derive the full anomalous current
algebra. We have the results
~ 2
[J(~)( x, t),JO(y, t)]= F J(y)dJ5(x y), —
~ 2
[JP(x,t),J; (y, t)]= F'J(y)BJ5(x —y),
2
(57)
~ 2
[JP(x,t),JO(y, t)]=—,BJF'i(x)5(x —y)2m- '
~ 2
+ F 'J(y)B 5(x —y),
[Jo(x,t),JO(y, t)]= F J(y)dJ5(x —y),
2
[Jo(x,t),J; (y, t)]= F'J(y)d/5(x —y),
4m.
(58)
The fermion propagators now carry masses and the rna-
trix element, instead of the pure scaling behavior
1/
~
x —x'
~, will have an exponential falloff e
%'e can interpret these results as saying that the monopole
thus has a condensate of fermions around it which falls
off as a power of r within a radius —I/m and then falls
off exponentially. ' The decay and transition rates con-
sidered as a function of energy will be cut off below the
masses of the participating particles.
The discussion shows that the number of flavors to be
included in the effective Lagrangian is determined by the
energy of the incoming particle. The incoming particle
cannot see the effects of condensates of fermions of mass
greater than its energy. The number of flavors is thus ef-
fectively the number of light fermion flavors compared to
the energy of the incoming particle. In calculational
terms fermions of higher mass do not contribute signifi-
cantly to the anomaly. Or rather, for them, the mass term
in the Lagrangian dominates over their contribution to the
anomaly and hence we have to use a different expansion
with the mass term included at the zeroth order and treat
the anomaly as a perturbation.
More detailed questions about mass effects and branch-
ing ratios will be taken up in a possible future paper.
[J; (x, t),JO(y, t)]=—,d,F"(x)5(x y—)
~ 2
F'J(y)BJ5(x —y),
1
where F&„,e—&~—i'~p.
Consider anomalies in the baryon, electric, and axial-
vector currents. They should satisfy the Wess-Zumino
consistency conditions which are a (covariant) representa-
tion of the current algebra in terms of functional differen-
tial operators. They can also be thought of as integrability
conditions for the existence of an effective action repro-
ducing the anomalies or as an expression of the group
property of the associated phase transformations. '"
Wess-Zumino —type consistency conditions associated
with the current algebra (57) and (58) are
~ 2
5„6'(~)—5„6~(A)= ", f a„Aa,gF„„d x, (59)
5,6 (g) —5„6 (e)= B„eB mF„„d x,2~2 (60)
J„(x)=i r/z(x +e/2)y„y5
x +e/2
Xexp ie f A'dx P(x —e/2) .x —e/2
We need the result
lime (g(x+ e2/) „yy$5( x—e/2)) = — F„„,
e~O Sm
(63)
and also the expression for g in terms of Q and P, viz. ,
(64)
The expectation values of the currents can then be easily
computed as
~ 2
8n 2n (65)
(J~(x))= A F„8
Equations (65) give the induced vector and axial-vector
where 6, 6~, and 6 are the anomalies associated with
the currents J&, J&, and J„,respectively. For example,
G (g)= f q(x)BqJ„(x)d x . (61)
g, A, and e are the corresponding test functions. 6 's are
functionals of the gauge fields of the theory 5&G. (q)
denotes the variation of G (g) when the gauge fields in
G (ri) undergo a gauge transformation by the function A.
The arguments which lead us from the anomalous
current algebra to Eqs. (59) and (60) have been given in
Ref. 15. Instead of repeating those arguments here, we
shall derive Eqs. (59) and (60) by direct computation of
the anomalies. Again we consider one flavor to begin
with. The vector and axial-vector currents, including
phase factors appropriate for gauge invariance, are
Jz(x) =if(x +e/2)y„
x +e/2
)&exp ie f A dx f(x e/2),—x —e/2
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g1vlng
~ 2
5AG ~( q ) —5 6&(A ) = f
BLAB
„gF~~d x .4~ (68)
This is the result for one flavor. For two Aavors we get
a factor of 2 for 62(A), 2 for 6 (q), and 1 for G (e),
leading to Eqs. (59) and (60). Incidentally, by integrating
the Wess-Zumino condition (59) we can get an effective
action which reproduces the anomalies. This action is ex-
actly identical to the one given by Eq. (27).
Consider Eq. (59). If the expression 6 (g) is gauge in-
variant, e.g.,
~ 2
6'(q) = ",f OFF d'x,
then 5AG (g)=0. Equation (59) then indicates that the
electric current necessarily has anomalies, i.e., G~(A) can-
not be zero. The expressions for the anomalies are in gen-
eral not unique but depend on the regularization scheme.
One can go from one scheme to another by adding coun-
terterms to the action which are made up of the gauge
fields and whose variations produce the necessary shift in
the expression for the anomalies. ' We could thus
choose a scheme which gives electric charge conservation,
but then 6 (g) cannot be gauge invariant. [It is clear
from Eq. (59) that this peculiarity occurs only in the
monopole sector, i.e., only if d„F„ is nonzero. ] Since we
cannot interpret gauge-variant results meaningfully, we
shall use a gauge-invariant 6 (g) and B&Jf&0 This lac.k
of electric-current conservation is not catastrophic since
we are doing a background-field calculation. %'e have an
open system and there can be processes which deposit
charge on the monopole. To make this point clearer we
look at the anomaly for Jg implied by Eq. (59). It is easi-
ly seen to be
currents in a monopole background. The identity (63),
which is crucial to this derivation, can be checked in di-
agrammatic perturbation theory. It is an exact result in
the sense of the Adler-Bardeen theorem. It can also be
checked for the extended monopole case taking the point-
monopole limit afterwards so that questions of defining
the fermion propagator with the attendant difficulties of
self-adjointness do not affect its validity. [For the extend-
ed monopole case Eq. (63) and its consequences in Eq. (64)
are essentially contained in Ref. 2).
From Eq. (64) we get the anomalies
~ 26~(A)=, f B„A F„,d4x,8m 2n (66)
~ 26 (g)= 2 f gF„Fp d x16~
f gA, 'd„Fp„d x .8m
These give
~ 2
5„6&(A)=— f B~AB~gFp~d x,8m'
~ 2
5~6~(q) = f dpAd~gFp~d x,8m
3
P P 2 (69)
The amount of violation of the quantum number is pro-
portional to the magnetic-current density B&I'& . Notice
that we can define a conserved electric charge by redefin-
ing the current as
(70)
Indeed, this redefinition naturally occurs since to go from
6~(A)=05&6 (g)&0 to 5&G (q)=0 we have to add to
the action the counterterm'
~ 3
S,=- q f P(Bop )A d x .
~2 2~ (71)
~ 2
2~ (72)
Although we could redefine the current again to get con-
servation, it is not very natural since there are no gauge
fields associated with Jz. For the same reason baryon-
number-violating processes do not have extra action
suppressions [as in Eq. (71)]. For a point monopole we
have
B„J„-B,Q(r =0)5(x) . (73)
It is of key importance to have B,P(r =0)&0. (The mono-
pole is "sucking in" baryon number. ) This is in accor-
dance with the remarks following Eq. (41) that the
ln
~
r —r'
~, crucial to having nonzero (pl e~ ), also has(aye'~)(r =0)~0.
The argument we have outlined applies essentially to all
global quantum numbers which have anomalous current
algebra of the form (58), e.g., lepton number, muon num-
ber, quark flavors, etc.
This has the effect of giving an anomaly to the original
current Jg, but the redefined conserved current g g is
what couples to Az. The extra current has the natural in-
terpretation as the charge deposited on the monopole in
scattering processes. The action (71) measures the electro-
static energy associated with the charge on the monopole.
Thus, "charge-changing" processes of the type p +M
~M+++p are possible but would be suppressed by the
extra energy of Eq. (71). S, =0 for Ao —0 at r=O, i.e., for
dP!dr=0 at r=O Wit.h this boundary condition for P we
cannot generate charge-changing processes. To do so, we
should introduce a background Ao which would then give
S,&0 and the suppression effect.
Consider now Eq. (60). 5, denotes the gauge transfor-
mation corresponding to baryon number. Since 6 (g) is a
function of the gauge fields and since there are no gauge
fields corresponding to baryon number, 5,G ( g ) =0.
Thus,
~ 2
5~6 (e)= — 2 f dped~YJFp~d x2772
Baryon number necessarily has anomalies. It is this
anomaly which leads to baryon-number violation. One
can estimate the violation as
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We want to qualify the sense in which these quantum
numbers are violated. Even though there is no gauge field
associated with baryon number, we can redefine the
baryon number identifying the extra term -QB&F&„as the
baryon number of the monopole. (This would not be
derivable by Noether variation from a Lagrangian. ) If
baryon number were conserved without monopoles, this
would be a consistent procedure. We would then have
overall baryon-number conservation taking into account
the baryon number that disappeared into the monopole.
However, for a grand unified theory for which there is no
conservation even without monopoles, we cannot define
intrinsic baryon number for the monopole; there is a
genuine violation.
Can we distinguish these two cases? Experimentally,
there is no distinction unless we have creation and annihi-
lation of monopoles. At low energies when we scatter par-
ticles off a monopole, we should see baryon-number and
flavor-changing processes irrespective of the grand unifi-
cation structure. Notice in particular that we can put into
a monopole or take away any amount of a global quantum
number. Theoretically, a full quantum theory of mono-
poles would be required to formulate the distinction pre-
cisely. '
An analogy with the violation of baryon number (and
other global quantum numbers) by black holes would be
helpful at this point. Baryons can disappear into the
black hole. We can attempt to preserve the conservation
law by attributing a certain baryon number to the black
hole. This is not very natural since the baryonic charge of
the black hole is not detectable in any way outside the
event horizon. (By contrast, it would be if baryon number
was coupled to a gauge field. ) Nevertheless, we do get
conservation. It is only when we consider creation and
annihilation processes like the evaporation of the black
hole that a distinction between baryons disappearing into
the black hole and nonconservation can be made. The
Hawking radiation, because it is thermal, is symmetric
with respect to baryons and antibaryons. ' The evapora-
tion of the black hole by this process reveals the impossi-
bility of defining an intrinsic baryon number for the black
hole. Similarly, the question of how meaningful intrinsic
quantum numbers are for a monopole requires processes
which create and annihilate monopoles.
Finally, we close this section with a remark about boun-
dary conditions. The field P was introduced as electrical
fluctuations around the monopole. As such it is dynami-
cal and is insensitive to flavor. It leads to anomalies as in
Eq. (73). The question of boundary conditions on P at
r =0 becomes important. Although P satisfies an equation
quartic in the derivatives, we have only freedom in choos-
ing P(0) and dQ/dr i „0, since P=f —h and boundary
conditions on f have been fixed. [Compare Eq. (32).] If
we choose P(0) = constant so that B,P(0) =0, the catalysis
effect is killed. The condition dP/dr=0 at r=O leads to
B,P(0)&0 and we have the effect. Which boundary condi-
tion is correct depends on the extended-monopole theory.
Following Eq. (39), we have indicated that the preferred
boundary condition is BPIBr=O at r=O, leading to the
catalysis effect. Since P is also the axial-vector phase of
the fermions, the freezing [P(0)=0] or freedom
[B,P(0)&0] of P can also be written as a condition on QL
and gR at the origin.
VI. DISCUSSION
Our arguments show, in agreement with Refs. 1—3, that
monopoles do catalyze proton decay at rates comparable
to strong-interaction rates. Other quantum numbers can
also be violated. It is clear that grand unification and the
(V —A) nature of SU(5) are not relevant. But of course
we do need grand unification to the extent of having
finite-energy monopoles. The Dirac-type monopoles, like
classical charged particles, have infinite self-energy. For
charged particles this is no catastrophe since the renor-
malization structure of the quantum theory tells us that
their energy is a free parameter. This is not expected to
happen for monopoles, hence we should start out with
finite-energy monopoles of the 't Hooft-Polyakov type.
Nevertheless, since grand unification monopoles have a
very small size ( —1/M„), our point-monopole approxi-
mation seems reasonable. One can, of course, repeat all
the calculations presented here for the extended monopole
also. We expect that additions to the point-monopole
theory, like the extra action of Eq. (71), will emerge natur-
ally in the theory of extended monopoles.
In conclusion, our result is that the formation of the
fermion condensate around the monopole is governed
completely by low-energy dynamics. The condensate
helps to transfer flavor from the incoming particles onto
the monopole, leading to flavor-changing effects in
scattering processes. If the overall theory conserves fla-
vor, the flavor defect in scattering can be thought of as an
intrinsic flavor of the monopole which it will give up
when annihilated. One has flavor conservation, but this
still differs from standard flavor-changing effects in that
one can put into the monopole or take out any (even un-
quantized) amount of a global quantum number. If the
theory does not conserve a certain quantum number (e.g.,
baryon number in GUT's), there is no meaning to the in-
trinsic quantum number of the monopole and there is a
genuine breakdown of flavor conservation.
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